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THE EFFECTIVE LOCATION OF PUBLIC LIBRARY BUILDINGS
Summary of Study
A keen analyst of community factors and world-known social scientist
and educator, the late Edward L. Thorndike, created a score-card of the
elements which make any community a good one in which to live and work. 1
Many towns and cities have used his score-card to improve themselves, and
to advertise their attractions. In his list of factors, he ranked the public li-
brary, its budget and its circulation, higher than any other except school sup-
port and the rate of graduation from the public high schools. For the compara-
tively small cost for efficient library buildings and services, a community
gets high return in vital everyday services, in satisfaction and prestige, from
its library in the heart of the shopping and office pedestrian center, attractive-
ly designed in up-to-date style.
City planners, architects, librarians, library board members and other
public officials can make the public library building and its location dominant
factors in increasing the proportion of citizens who use new information and
ideas, who read, investigate and think, who cultivate constructive purposes,
who raise the morale and quality of a town or city. All worked together with
bold imagination at Hartford to keep their stunning new library downtown on
Main Street, a block from the old location. It is suspended above six-lane
Whitehead Highway, which in turn runs above Park River, by five enormous
trusses, two of them believed the largest in the United States.
For such an effort to succeed, those involved in it need to free them-
selves of traditional assumptions as to modern library use and location. Thou-
sands of libraries and communities, millions of citizens, are paying a penalty
today for grievous errors of judgment in locating and designing public libraries,
due to basic misconceptions as to their purpose and the habits and reactions
of those who use them, or could be encouraged to do so.
Though individual exceptions to the recommendations of this report will
be found, they usually occur in situations with particular circumstances which
cannot be treated in a statement designed for wide application. The general
conclusions of this study, summarized here, rest (a) on the responses to a
questionnaire (reprinted at the end of this report) to all public libraries in
cities of over 100, 000 and a number of smaller ones, (b) on a study of cur-
rent literature of both librarianship, architecture, and city planning, (c) on
the actual experiences (both favorable and unfavorable), of a number of pub-
lic libraries in the last 10 years in their choice of locations for buildings,
and (d) on studies made locally by several libraries, within the last four or
five years.
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1. The entire American concept of the purpose, attitudes, and use-
fulness of its libraries would be revolutionized, if they were designed in
simple, straightforward gracious style, with main floor and entrance on
street level, with open welcoming fronts reaching directly to the sidewalk
so that everyone could see their brightly lighted and colorful interiors and
their busy interesting activities and services to the public. The fronts of
many old libraries should be redesigned in modern style, especially when
enlargements are called for.
2. Ninety per cent of the librarians polled believe (and a multitude
of cases indicate) that every new public library, central or branch, should
be strategically located in the center of the major pedestrian shopping and
office area, where busy stores would flourish. Reference use of the library
is reduced by poor location away from the major traffic stream followed by
potential patrons, even more so than is the loan of library books for recrea-
tional reading. To get the best site which would be profitable in the long run,
a community will have to pay more, relative to building cost, than most per-
sons realize. The site may justifiably cost half as much as the building. It
would be better to save on building cost than on the site cost.
3. Parking is an ever pressing problem, but several studies made
since 1953 show that no more than 20 to 25 per cent of the adults who use
the library make a special trip by auto to do so. Most library use is in con-
nection with other downtown or neighborhood shopping area errands or busi-
ness. If a central or branch library is located solely to assure space for
parking few will use it other than those who live close by and those who make
a special auto trip to it. Most of the rest of the community will actually find
it less convenient, not more so, and the value of closeness to the crowd is
lost. The parking problem is not one which the library can or needs to solve
by or for itself, though it has an obligation to cooperate in getting nearby
parking.
4. The library should not be placed in a civic center, or "coordinated"
with other civic or cultural buildings, to fulfill some theoretical relationship.
The library clientele's own objectives and habits deserve prime considera-
tion; they are closely related to people's daily work and to shopping and busi-
ness errands. The public library should not be placed in or near a school
or college, because these are almost always located away from pedestrian
centers, and by no means is the library especially for their use. Children
and students will find their way to the library wherever it is located, but
older teen-agers and adults, for whom library use is potentially so valuable,
will fail to use it when out of sight and out of mind. Even in large cities the
central library should not be split with part in the center of town and part at
less costly sites further out. Public libraries have had branches for fifty
years, but the central library is the sum of more than its parts, a combina-
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tion of circulating, reference, and other special collections and and services
which cannot be split without heavy penalties in duplicated collections and
staff, in inconvenience and disappointment to readers, and in operating waste
5. Phrases like "It's a local problem," "No rule covers all cases, "
and "Let's decide by an opinion poll" are generally escape routes from fac-
ing the basic need of easiest availability for the greatest number, and the
cost of strategic sites that assure placement and design intended to attract
ever more of the population to purposeful reading and informational use of
books. Some city planners, librarians, trustees, and architects have ren-
dered immeasurable help to their client-communities in meeting this chal-
lenge. All have the obligation and duty to assist in meeting library objec-
tives, viz., the highest quality book and information service at the least
service-unit cost, to the greatest possible number of citizens, adults as
well as children.
Misconceptions Concerning Library Use and Location
Misconception: That the library building is primarily a monument,
something to look at, that it should stand apart, as a "quiet retreat, " to be
looked up to on a raised base, and that it should above all be surrounded by
beautiful grounds in order to have the "proper setting. " Present-day think-
ing holds and actual practice demonstrates that the library can become a
habitual part of the daily life of even more citizens by being quickly reached
and easily and familiarly approached. It should rub elbows with and be part
of the workaday world. No false dignity, no heavy and forbidding facade, no
retreat or withdrawal from the crowd, no death-like silence have any place
in the modern library building concept.
Misconception: That the public library is primarily a genteel "cul-
tural" and recreational agency, and consequently belongs with other cul-
tural buildings. Present-day thinking holds and actual practice demon-
strates that the public library can increasingly serve as the community's
reference and information center, and increasingly library resources and
emphasis are being devoted to this end. As one facet of this, many busi-
ness concerns teach their executive, supervisory, and research personnel
how to read faster and better, and expect them to read books, magazines,
and reports on current developments in their respective fields; on such a
factor the competitive race for efficiency and progress may be lost to some
other concern. As a recent Boston Public Library report said, "If such
public library resources were not readily accessible, many business
houses would be obliged to set up their own special libraries, purchase
reference volumes, allocate office space..., subscribe to information
services. . . and employ additional personnel ... ." Even then these corn-
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pany libraries would be isolated from the profuse related background ma-
terials which are often involved in looking up what at first appears a simple
question in a specialized field.
Misconception: That book and library use are decreasing in the face
of television, radio, and other competing forms of communication. Present
day thinking holds and actual practice demonstrates that each means of com-
munication serves certain purposes better than do others, and that, for seri-
ous study and pursuit of knowledge, books and libraries are relatively im-
mune to competition. The increase in the proportion of the population with
high school and college education, the constant trend toward specialization
and technological change, and the increased leisure for most persons are
all factors which stimulate per capita book and library use. Most public
libraries in America have steadily increased the number of books loaned
and reference questions answered, in the last ten years, in the face of both
television and record-high employment levels. This is clearly shown by the4
"Index of American Public Library Circulation" which reveals a 20 per cent
increase in total circulation from the wartime low to 1956, and a steady de-
cline in fiction from 46 per cent of the total in 1939 to 26 per cent in 1956,
with nonfiction holding its own and even increasing.
Misconception: That a library should stand in the geographic or pop-
ulation center of a community, or alternatively that it should stand close
to schools, colleges, or other cultural agencies. Present day thinking holds
and actual cases demonstrate that the library belongs and will serve best in
the area where most people trade or congregate, in what might be called
the "center of gravity" of downtown shopping and office worker pedestrians.
This is usually unrelated to population or land distribution but is influenced
by travel facilities and habits. Studies have shown 5 that library patronage
is drawn, not from a circle around the branch or central library, but from
an approximately oval and generally quite irregular area whose axis lies
along a main stream of travel and whose narrower end (with the library
nearer it than to the center) is close to the nearest larger trading or em-
ployment area. To place library buildings in the center of geographical
quadrants, as was recommended in a Salt Lake City plan report, regardless
of pedestrian centers, or to place them near schools or in civic centers, is
to magnify their inconvenience for adults. Just as a retail merchant would
not locate his store so as to require a special trip by each customer, so the
library cannot expect the patrons to walk or drive a considerable distance
just to use books. In today's world of full schedules and busy lives, both
the retail store and library are well-advised to make themselves convenient-
ly accessible to large crowds. For a service agency like the library, which
people are not compelled to use and for which there is no captive audience,
neither wide lawns, ease of parking, or respectable neighbors are worth as
much as direct contact with busy pedestrian streams.
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Other misconceptions will only be mentioned here, and some of these
will be discussed below. Even if there are plenty of branches or bookmobiles,
the central library does not become less important but tends to become more
important. Even if there is a large active "downtown branch, " the central
library building should not be placed in a remote part of the city. It is not
true that the use of the library for reference and information purposes is
unaffected by the location of the building. Adequate parking space is not
the main consideration in choosing a library site; the main consideration
is that the library be located in the center of the shopping and other pedes-
trian crowd. The growth of the suburbs has not made obsolete the strong
downtown central library, nor have the suburban shopping centers yet demon-
strated they will be the most strategic library locations over the long run.
Traffic and other downtown noise do not interfere with library use nearly as
much as an inconvenient location; good building construction can reduce the
effects of outside noise but not the effects of a poor location. While the lo-
cation of a library building has to take cognizance of local factors, an effec-
tive site has to be chosen on basic principles growing out of the experiences
of many other communities.
The Opinions of Librarians
Like other American institutions, our public libraries are undergoing a
transformation in seeking to make themselves more effective in meeting
present-day patron demands. Four main trends are relevant. For one
thing there are ever more instances of libraries combining into larger units
or making cooperative contracts, in order to economize on overhead expenses
and to offer more and more specialized services. One implication of this
is fewer and larger branches rather than more and smaller ones, directly
contrary to the dictum of Frank Lloyd Wright, "Let's have good libraries,
not ig ones, with a pleasant homelikeness'. 6 No town or city can afford to
follow his idea, which is based on a misconception of the type of service and
use of the modern library. Branches are badly needed in many cities, but
at 1957 costs for building construction and operating expenses a branch li-
brary is increasingly hard to justify unless assured a circulation of
100, 000 books a year.
For a second thing, the modern public library increasingly empha-
sizes nonfiction use and information-finding on current citizenship and world
affairs questions, on occupational, home, and hobby problems, as well as
on general cultural subjects. Audio-visual materials (such as 16mm. ed-
ucational motion picture films and phonograph records) have been eagerly
welcomed by the library's patrons, and have been found useful in library
adult education programs. A third main trend is that libraries are paying
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increased attention to better management methods (such as work simpli-
fication, training of supervisors, and experimentation), which have proved
worthwhile in private competitive business. The high proportion which
salaries are of total expenditures (about two-thirds in most cases) makes it
desirable to attract and keep competent employees, and to concentrate them
at fewer stronger branches rather than more weak ones. High salaries for
trained professional librarians are an economy in the long run; such persons
can substantially aid readers and can maximize the potential contribution
which a good building and a good book collection can make to their community.
A fourth trend is that public library buildings are being built which
break with traditional designs (characterized as mausoleums and "morgues
of culture") and which definitely assist in carrying out the library's objec-
tives and service program. The objective of the American public library
has been well stated, by an Argentine educator, as "the social penetration
of the book. "7 Increasingly it services and distributes one of the most val-
uable commodities any progressive community can get its hands on, viz.,
new ideas, new constructive purposes, new and broader ranges of thinking,
up-to-date information, facts instead of delusions, aid and support for every
substantial personal and community undertaking. The citizen who fails to
draw on the experience of others to help solve his own problems deprives
himself of priceless help, loses invaluable time, makes false moves, and
wastes part of his own effort. To help him realize this, librarians use
every means at their disposal, and one of their chief ways is by studying
their communities in order, among other things, to identify the best possible
locations for library buildings.
In 1952 the questionnaire appended to this report was sent to the public
librarians of all 106 cities of over 100, 000 population, with 15 libraries of
75, 000 to 100, 000 population, and 94 libraries (75 per cent of the total) res-
ponded. Have recent developments which have totally changed some of the
patterns of urban life, compelled a new set of criteria for library location?
Is it true that emphasis on a pedestrian center location is not forward-look-
ing and overlooks "newer elements in the picture"? Special attention is
called, in the letter conveying the questionnaire for this study, to the neces-
sity for forgetting previous concepts and reconsidering the questions in the
light of present conditions (see sample letter at end of this report).
The key question to settle this (in point No. 2) asked these librarians
if they would choose a site "nearer to or farther from the best shopping-
pedestrian corner" in their cities, if they were to replace their present
central library building. Of the ninety-four replies, twenty-one (23 per
cent) report they are already"sitting pretty," i. e. in the heart of things,
and would not wish to move; sixty-four others (68 per cent) definitely state
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they would wish to be closer to the best shopping-pedestrian corner. Three
(3 per cent) say "Nearer if good parking" were available; these are Newark,
Scranton, and Wichita. Three others, Altoona, Fort Worth, and Fresno,
would go farther away to get better parking. Of the remaining three, Balti-
more County had no central building, Buffalo has an excellent present site,
though too small for a new building and the library is being pressured to
take a poorer location, and Memphis has taken the drastic step of deliber-
ately placing its new main library four miles away from the downtown bus-
iness center, within three blocks of which it still maintains its old central
building.
Some of the eighty-five librarians favoring the pedestrian-center lo-
cation, (who comprise 91 per cent of the total who replied) speak as follows
as to why they would wish to keep or acquire the strategic downtown pedes-
trian corner. Atlanta, with a great department store across the street,
"has an ideal premium location with respect to shopping and working habits
of the people. " Berkeley has an ideal location and "despite parking problem
would not wish to move. " Unfortunately Berkeley's entrance was placed
around the corner, the main floor raised above the sidewalk, and a blank
stucco wall is presented to the stream of main street pedestrians, who are
unaware they are passing the library and see and know nothing of the in-
terior. Charlotte, North Carolina, "can see no substitute for the downtown
site. If we hope to reach a larger number of people we must place the main
library where everyone will pass it often, and the only place they will see
it often is down in the thick of things." Chicagors old building stands on
Michigan Avenue, near Marshall Field's, and the librarian "would not ex-
change present site for any other. " Dayton, now in the center of a four-
block park, has for forty years wished to get a new building "out at the
major street intersection. " Nashville "could do twice the business if in
business center. A thousand books at the corner will lead to far more read-
ing by a given individual than 100, 000 at the other end of town. " Quincy,
Massachusetts: "Our entrances one hundred feet from sidewalk keep people
from coming in. " Saginaw "would go nearer, on the corner next to Wool-
worths. " Wilmington's library stands on one of the highest frontage value
sites in the city, directly on the main street at a major downtown intersec-
tion, and understandably wants no other site.
Has increased auto use nullified the stand taken by these librarians in
the literature over the last forty years ? Matthew Dudgeon of Milwaukee made
a strong statement along these very lines in 1913.8 Melvil Dewey, the great
American library pioneer, had expressed this same point of view in 1926:
"Fifty years ago I urged that the magnificent Ridgeway Branch, Philadelphia,
be put in a more convenient location... They built it off center... When I
went in and looked over the great reading room expecting to see two or
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three hundred people busily at work I saw only three or four... I said 'Is
this the average attendance ?' Librarian Smith answered 'Dewey, there is
scarcely a day that somebody doesn't come into this library. "' 9 Two re-
sumes of librarians' opinions, in the 1920's, on this matter10 clearly re-
flect the same general conclusion. The latest considered statement in
print, by Charles Mohrhardt and Ralph Ulveling of the Detroit Public Li-
brary, 1952, agrees that "A prominent, easily accessible location is
required to attract a large number of persons. Therefore, the library
should be placed where people naturally converge--in the heart of the shop-
ping and business district, rather than in a remote location such as a park,
civic center or quiet side street. '11 In 1958 there are several librarians
who feel strongly that all these earlier considerations are cancelled by al-
most universal use of autos and clamor for parking. But studies since 1954,
by various persons, indicate that accessibility by the pedestrian crowd is
still the first requirement.
Librarians are logically in a position to have sounder opinions than
anyone else in a community, as to where libraries should be placed. But
when the time approaches to decide a library's location, public officials,
citizen groups, real estate men, planners, newspaper editors, and many
others, often ignore experienced opinion and advice, only to offer unsound,
illogical proposals and bring heavy pressure to do the very things which
would be and have proved to be most disastrous for the libraryts services
to its community. The experienced advice of bankers would not be flouted
as to banks, school administrators would determine sites for schools, hotel
men as to hotels, industrial engineers as to factories. Librarians are not
so narrow or simple minded as not to realize that their libraries are part
of a community service pattern. They have the same two main groups of
reasons for preferring a strategic site in the middle of major pedestrian
traffic, as do all retail merchants. These are, convenience of access, to
build volume, and the effect of greater volume of service on decrease of
cost per reader served.
Convenience of access means putting services and goods within easy
reach of as many persons as possible, not merely those already using the
library. It is achieved not only by strategic and usually expensive location
of the site but also by providing quick, easy approach from the sidewalk
and by giving passers-by a full view of what goes on inside the library hour
after hour. Bookstores too have learned that location means success or
failuret department stores typically place the book department on their high
value main floors. Bookstores have also found it profitable to open up a
sidewalk view into the store's interior, as at Scribner's Fifth Avenue store
in New York. 12 Front windows and the first 25 feet across the front com-
prise by far the most profitable space of any store, in attracting customers
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in large numbers. But if a library is placed off by itself where non-users
will not see it, all this effort to attract is wasted.
Just as most modern stores need a large volume of business in order
to succeed with only a small profit per transaction, so a library needs a
large volume of business in order to utilize economically the necessary min-
imum effective working collection of books and trained and specialized staff
and to justify a larger book collection, additional staff, or special services.
Obviously the larger the number of readers in a library, the lower the cost
per transaction, including overhead, such as the capital investment in the
building, and current operating costs, such as even higher salaries needed
to attract librarians in the continuing tight labor market, and the greater the
return on the tax funds so spent.
Unfortunately occasional librarians appear unconcerned over costs of
service operations. In one large city, which advocates non-central locations,
the U. S. Office of Education statistics 13 for 1955 show a per capita library
cost of $2. 16 vs. a national average of $1. 52 for cities of over one million, with
only 2.43 books lent per capita vs. an average 2.92 books, one other city where
good sites have been emphasized for many years, lending 6. 7 books; and a
"percirculation cost" (dividing total circulation into total library expenditures)
of 89 cents compared with an average of 52 cents. Some of the libraries com-
prised in these averages carry on a tremendous volume of high type, special-
ized reference and other services which swell total costs. Few time-saving
gadgets, valuable as they are, can overcome the cost of staff time-loss in a
poorly planned library, and no program of promotion and good service can
overcome the potential patronage loss that results from a non-strategic site.
It would be unfair not to state some of the expressions of minority
opinion on this question of the location of library buildings. Amy Winslow,
until recently librarian at Baltimore, has written, 14 "I believe you have
de-emphasized the importance of parking facilities too much. What we need
is good location plus parking. Of course if cost is prohibitive, location is
of more importance. " The trouble is, cost is nearly always prohibitive, for
a really strategic site costs far more than most persons can understand. It
is this compromising which too often ends with a basically unstrategic site.
A report by a committee on central building use at Baltimore's Enoch Pratt
Libraryl 5 cited the substantial circulation drop there from 1949 to 1953
and attributed it mainly to poor parking facilities. This report was used in
two other cities to justify taking poor sites where parking could be gener-
ously provided. However, they ignored a 1954 postscript to the reportl6
as well as subsequent developments which had shown that other influences
were greatly responsible for the temporary decrease. By taking heed of
central services, plus better publicizing of them, use of the central library
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has shown a far greater increase from 1954 to 1957 than that of the twenty-
seven branches, and greater than population growth, whereas parking has
continued to be the same problem as before. Public funds have been voted
for more parking space next to the library.
Harold L. Hamill, Los Angeles city librarian, also takes a position
of compromise: "Our experience leads us to disagree that the popular li-
brary branch is best located where there are the largest number of pedes-
trians. I have no up-to-date figures as to arrival on foot or by car, but
... the number of automobile drivers increases dramatically. We advo-
cate a compromise aimed at giving as much satisfaction as possible to both
pedestrians and drivers. We have busy branches to prove that locations
can be found not too far away to inconvenience pedestrians, but which give
the automobile rider a reasonably good break.... Not that unlimited
parking is the ideal, for such a location would ignore the pedestrian. "
Phoenix's 1955 library is in an eight acre civic center, with parking
for 200 cars, and about fifteen blocks from the old downtown section. Use
of the library is reasonably heavy. But this is an unusual situation in that
downtown is growing toward the library, the library is at an Important
traffic intersection, and the civic center is being surrounded by stores. In
Wayne County, west and southwest of Detroit, Librarian W. H. Kaiser
writes that "a person primarily uses the library in the community of resi-
dence. Public transportation in satellite communities is practically non-
existent. The second family car and shorter hours of work tend to make
a visit to the library an activity divorced from other activities. Librarians
at two active branches some two blocks from shopping centers say that not
many adults combine shopping with a library visit. " There may or may not
be special factors present in the Wayne County situation, but typically "two
blocks from a shopping center" (i. e. newly created centers some distance
from previously congested retail areas) means a poor location for a library,
since usually there is nothing of consequence nearby.
We have also to allow for the general philosophy of some librarians
as to the extent to which present non-users can be attracted to library use,
either by publicity, better service, location, inviting design, or any other
device. The almost unanimous response to question five in the poll con-
ducted for this report is that continued effort will show definite results and
that location is a major factor. More often than not, libraries which have
made concerted efforts to increase adult book and information use have
made substantial inroads on those previously unreached. This is not to say
that in locating a library other factors can be overlooked; especially an ade-
quate budget and a well-trained staff, or the character of population; ob-
viously a prospective branch area composed predominantly of people with
the lowest economic and educational background will do the least reading.
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Case Experience Supporting Opinions
The opinions of the overwhelming majority of experienced librarians
that the strategic location of a library building is of prime importance can
be supported by the actual experience of many individual communities.
Only a few such will be described here.17 A Cincinnati study in the 1930's
found that 95 per cent of the daily stream of eight thousand users of the
public library at that time combined their trip to the library with their down-
town day's work, their daytime shopping, or their evening movie trips. 18
Of the nearly one thousand who came in between 12:30 and 1:30 p.m., prac-
tically all were employed in downtown offices and stores. Consequently,
despite changes in auto use and parking demand, Cincinnati's successful
new central library building is only two blocks further from the "four corners"
than was the old building, and is on the same main street despite ground
costs of $1, 250, 000 for a plot 140 by 290 feet.
The seventy-five-year old Minneapolis main library building is a long
way from the business and shopping pedestrian center but parking space is
at hand for four hundred cars. In the equivalent of one full twelve-hour day
the library was open, in August 1949, a survey by the City Planning Com-
mission, 19 revealed a total of 2, 092 patrons, in itself evidence of the low
drawing power of a poor site. Of these, 1, 078 reported how they had come
to the library; 57 per cent made their visit to the library incidental to either
shopping (19 per cent), business (34 per cent), or entertainment (4 per cent),
while the other 43 per cent made a special visit by common carrier (20 per
cent),on foot (10 per cent), or by car (13 per cent). Two-thirds of the total
were at the library for no more than a half hour, and only 4 per cent stayed
over two hours. The unusually large proportion of people who made a special
trip may be accounted for by the fact that the Minneapolis central library
has long given notably strong reference service. Even so, with a big parking
lot at hand, only a small proportion of central library users made a special
trip there by car. The Commission concluded that the new main library
building should be located on a main street and as near as possible to the
center of shopping, of the office and business area, and of public transit
service; only after that should parking facilities be considered. The actual
location of the proposed new building is part of a downtown rehabilitation
program and cannot be called ideal, but use of the central library will un-
doubtedly double there, whereas, in a still better location it could increase
three or four times over.
In considering specific cases, a factor often overlooked is that any new
library building stimulates use by being more attractive, of more modern
design, and of initially adequate size. Even so, perhaps the most dramatic
case of a poor location of a central library building is that of Philadelphia.
Located at Logan Square, almost a mile from the downtown business area,
the building was erected in 1927 at a cost of $6, 100, 000 and has a present
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replacement value of $18, 000, 000. The average daily attendance in the
winter of 1951-52 was only 1, 877, less than the number of people who
used the main library at its previous site twenty-five years earlier, 20
though there is considerable parking space within two or three blocks.
This poor location was decided on by the trustees (over the objectives of the
then librarian) who were so intent on an impressive extravagant building
that they deemed it thrifty to pay as little as possible for the site. It
cost only $214, 585, a strikingly low disproportion of about 3 per cent of the
building cost. If statistics had been kept these thirty years, they would
show staggering waste in the high annual costs of staffing and of building
maintenance, spread over relatively few reader transactions.
When Emerson Greenaway became librarian in Philadelphia in 1952,
he startled the city by proposing that the municipality take over the ex-
pensive library building for other public purposes, purchase an adequate
downtown library site and construct an efficient, economical, and modern
central library. Editorial and reader comment in both local papers ap-
proved the idea and complained of the present location, but no action was
taken. If the library could abandon its bad site and have its central build-
ing close to Broad Street and within a block or two of Market Street, with
an efficient, open-front sidewalk level building (such as Greenaway brought
about for the Pennsylvania-North Avenue Branch in Baltimore and for Phila-
delphia's recent Mercantile Branch), it would probably draw 10, 000 users
per day and reduce the cost per-reader-served from 30 to 40 per cent.
Meantime a large segment of Philadelphia's population is being deprived
of substantial help from its central information power house. That these
thousands of citizens may not realize this does not make it less true or
regrettable; it is the business of a library and its trustees to prevent or
overcome such a situation.
Woodhill Station, a small branch of the Cleveland Public Library,
moved in 1950 from a pedestrian center; circulation dropped 35 per cent
despite larger and better quarters. Nottingham and Eastman branches
in Cleveland, both with street level entrances and on main shopping and
business thoroughfares, are more favorably off and far more heavily used
than are such branches as Carnegie West and Miles Park which are in city
parks and away from retail centers.
The Oak Cliff Branch of the Dallas Public Library is in a prominent
shopping area, and loaned 163, 000 books in 1951 at a unit cost of sixteen
cents. (This unit cost, in library terms, is an arbitrary figure. It adds
the major more easily separable and accountable branch costs, i. e.,
salaries, books, heat, etc., to give an arbitrary total. But these totals,
divided into their respective circulations, especially adult nonfiction, put
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a system of branches on a fair basis of comparison. The number of cents
resulting is not an actual one.) This was five times as many books as were
borrowed from the beautiful Sanger Branch which is not near any pedestrian
or store traffic and consequently has easy parking; Sanger lent only 33, 000
books at a cost of nineteen cents per unit. A third branch, Oak Lawn, is in
a small rented store in a shopping area, and loaned 56, 000 books at twenty-six
cents unit cost including rental. Small weak branches, like Sanger and Oak
Lawn, are a drain on the library's budget; they have a low book turnover and
a high annual housing cost. Worst of all, and this is often overlooked, such
small weak branches cannot justify enough trained professional staff to give
anything more than routine, semi-clerical service.
The cases can be continued indefinitely. For example, Mary E. Brasch
assembled data 2 1 from twelve large cities and concluded that a central library
should be placed in the major pedestrian center of a city. The Williams Branch
of the Atlanta Public Library is in the heart of the Buckhead trading area and
lends over one hundred thousand books a year; Kirkwood Branch, opposite a
park and away from a trading area, loans about thirty thousand a year. The
new air-conditioned Highland Branch is located on a congested corner, and
loaned 180, 000 books in 1955, compared with 42, 000 a year in its former lo-
cation in a schoolhouse; a poll of 2, 034 readers in February 1956 showed that
70 per cent had combined their library visits, with other activities near this
branch. 2 2 In Baltimore County, Maryland, a branch at the north end of
Cockeysville Village, with good parking, was moved closer to the pedestrian
center; there was a 50 per cent increase in circulation the first year, and the
adult increase was larger than the juvenile. In San Diego, the El Cerrito
Station was opened in a neighborhood shopping district in 1942 and boomed.
"When moved four blocks from that central location, with better parking,
circulation dropped to less than half.. with resultant increase of per capita
expense. . books cost more to circulate from El Cerrito than from any other
branch or station. .. ,,23 and it was closed in 1948. The same principle
holds true in small cities. In 1935, Rutland, Vermont, with a population of
18, 000, swapped its old downtown library property for the large old Post
Office building five blocks up a hill. It was fifteen years before circulation
caught up with that for 1935. Rutland's chief problem today is to get back down-
town on or within a block of "Merchant's Row;" the librarian estimates that
service would double with little greater overhead.
Tryouts. In cases of "doubtful outcome, " a phrase that often reflects plain
reluctance to face the financing of a building and a site well recognized as
essential, temporary branches are sometimes tried out in rented quarters.
This is related to the subject of modern bookmobile service which space pre-
cludes discussing in this report, except that such service may well be far more
effective as well as cheaper than in a weak inadequate branch. A generation ago
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several cities had a rash of branches for which buildings designed for
subsequent use as stores were erected by concerns which rented them
to the library for ten or more years. Meantime, in most cases, ground
values went up, try-out savings were swallowed up in later costs for
equally good permanent sites. Often no good site remained, the library
lost the promoter's profit and tax costs, and was left in the lurch. Most
libraries pay too little and act too late; strategic sites should be carefully
chosen and bought in advance before prices rise.
Effect of Location on Reference Function
This part of the case experience of librarians deserves special treat-
ment, because it is sometimes superficially argued that "center of the
crowd" location of a library is only a device to get quantity or "mass circu-
lation of cheap fiction. " Much could be said about the constructive influence
of worthwhile fiction, about the recreational function of the library, and
about its far-reaching services to children. But a major--and perhaps the
peculiar--contribution of the public library to social progress and individual
satisfactions is its reference function, when highly developed and widely
used. By this is meant developing the public's habit of nonfiction reading
and especially its desire for information on its everyday problems, and
projects, its leisure time interests, on current events and local, state,
national, and world issues, and on cultural subjects.
This reference function, "the search for facts in an age of facts, "
is so vital that there are over three thousand well-established "special
libraries, " maintained by business and industrial concerns, technical organi-
zations, and governmental units, to gather, organize, and service the printed
materials and records constantly used by their own executives and personnel.
But to most citizens the public library is the only "special library" to which
they can look for help which may mean success or failure to them when faced
with some problem. All who share in decisions affecting a public library
have an obligation to see that its location, design, planning, and services
will attract, encourage, and develop the greatest possible reference use.
This is a community asset of great social and tangible money value.
Unquestionably some people who need information will go almost any
distance to get it, if they know about the service, and if their question is
pressing enough. The urgency of some questions will impel a few inquirers
to seek the library, no matter how inconvenient. But the use of nonfiction
of the most specialized sort, and all types of reference work and scholarly
research, can be greatly stimulated among a wider circle of users. This
can be done in part by providing a strategic location, an easy approach, a
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THrE LISRARY bELoNC (N THE HEARFT oF COMMUPNITY ACTIVITY
Here the central public library most conveniently serves all this crowd
of men and women who come downtown to shop,, ork, do business er-
rands, as well as the apartment and other residents within a mile. The
Acme Products Company maintains its own company informational li-
brary, but its own employees also use the public library and so do
most other persons, who depend on their public library to provide the
up-to-date information needed by the whole community. Nearly every-
one comes downtown or to their major neighborhood pedestrian center
every week or so, if not daily.
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sidewalk entrance, a full view of the interior, and exhibits along the side-
walk, especially of the many ingenious reference indexes and "tools, " or
of an assistant checking in the day's flow of periodicals, pamphlets, and
government documents, all fresh from the press. Observations on this
matter for fifty years, beginning in the Art and Industry Departments of a
public library already outstanding for reference work, have convinced the
writer that the possibilities of reference service have hardly been scratched,
except in a few libraries, that reference work is badly neglected in the pro-
motion and publicity of libraries, that poorly located libraries out of sight
and out of mind are handicapped in promoting reference service, and that
communities thereby deprive themselves of informational service worth
substantial amounts, difficult to measure because of the intangibles involved.
In 1943 the American Library Association set up the first standard
for reference work:2 4 "1/2 to 1 reference and reading aid question per cap-
ita annually for the population over 5 years old, excluding simple directional
questions. "
Many cases give evidence of the effect of library location on the use
of its reference service. In January 1956, the Atlanta Public Library
polled 5, 126 persons who used its central library building22 which is ex-
cellently located in the downtown shopping area. (See p. 7 ) Of these, 2, 900
(56 per cent) came to borrow books, and 1, 145 (22 per cent) to "look up
reference information. " Apparently, only in recent years has there been
much emphasis in Atlanta on reference service, which may explain the low
percentage of reference users. Still, only 18 per cent of the "borrowers"
made a special trip just to visit the library and only 11 per cent came by
non-public transportation; 41 per cent of the reference users made a special
trip but only 13 per cent came by auto or on foot. This hardly supports the
argument that most persons wishing reference service will make an auto
trip to a site removed from the pedestrian center.
In February and March of 1956, the Omaha Public Library polled
4, 531 adult users of its central library building, 25 which is also located
downtown. Of the 1,455 patrons (32 per cent of the total) who used the
Circulation Department (to borrow or return books), 28 per cent made a
special trip to the library. Of the 1,491 (33 per cent) who used the Refer-
ence Department, 33 per cent made a special trip. Of 704 (15 per cent)
who used the Business and Industrial Department (which gives reference
service primarily, 22 per cent made a special trip. Here is a downtown
central library visited by more reference and information users than by
book borrowers, and only a third of them made a special trip. These data
seem to indicate that a downtown location encourages reference use in
spite of the parking problem.
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When San Diego's central library moved in 1952 to temporary quarters
in Balboa Park, nearly a mile from downtown, there was a 30 per cent drop
in the number of reference questions but a loss of only 8 per cent in book
circulation, though parking was almost ideal. In 1944 the downtown Business
Branch of the Indianapolis Public Library was moved from a downstairs to
an upstairs location, over the objection of the librarian. Ten years later
it still had not reached the previous level of use, despite industrial and
population growth of the city. The special library of the Lilly Research
Laboratories, also in Indianapolis, was housed in a third floor back room
of the company's research building from 1950 to 1956. When it was then
moved to a good location in the administration building, it doubled its ser-
vices to the company within a year. 26
These and other cases which might have been cited all serve to make
clear that the central library with its expensive reference service and large
nonfiction book collection should stay downtown, for best results. Our ques-
tionnaire brought no actual statistics on the correlation of nonfiction circula-
tion with reference service, because few libraries, as yet, keep reference
service records. But nearly all the librarians registering an opinion on
Item 4 of the questionnaire, seem to assume that a close correlation does
exist, and they consider location of the library is as important for reference
service as for book circulation; many say "more so. "
Amount and Cost of Ground Required
The V.S.C. formula (volumes, seating, and circulation), for estimating
the desirable size of a library building, for the population expected twenty
years ahead, was first published in 1941, 27 and has proved sound and work-
able. It is summarized in the following table with two additional columns:
column 6 with figures of main floor areas based on the present writer's
analysis of numerous building plans since 1941, and column 7 shows present
minimum cost estimates for building construction alone (excluding furniture,
air-conditioning, architect's fees, etc.). The V.S.C. formula assumes
reasonably efficient modern design; it would not apply to a recent case (now
fortunately rare) in which 20 per cent of the main floor was consumed by an
elaborate entrance hall and pavilion, while high ceilings and too much second
floor space for the size and character of the community in question would have
run the total cost 30 per cent above what it needed to be.
The V. S. C. formula was based on an analysis of buildings in the
1920-40 period, and its application may result in areas more generous than
needed. In prewar planning at prewar prices many economies now deemed
essential had not been sought; in many small buildings today basements are
either omitted or are only partial, and only as much second floor area is
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constructed as will be essential. If such and other appropriate economies
are observed (e. g., lowered ceiling, minimizing halls and interior walls,
dividing space by inexpensive movable screens or partitions, and concen-
trating service lines), the figures in columns 5 and 6 of Table I could be cut
from 10 to 15 per cent, though several recent library buildings have ex-
ceeded them.
The main addition in Table I to the V.S. C. formula is represented by
column 6 which is designed to answer the one question which most directly
affects ground size and site cost, "How much space is needed on the library's
main floor?" Librarians (and retail merchants) know from experience that
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to the public, as any other. The most satisfactory and economical service
can be given when all adult public service departments are kept on the main
floor, though cost for a pedestrian center site is thereby increased. Where
to compromise? Several solutions have been proposed and tried, with vary-
ing degrees of validity.
The most effective substitute for main floor space is a mezzanine, es-
pecially for one story or partial second story buildings, with no more than
eight feet from main to deck floors, and placed along the sides or rear of a
Main floor and ground saving by use of mezzanines may be also
an asset to interior attractiveness, as in this example from
Hall Bros., Inc., Hallmark Greeting Cards, Kansas City. Note
the suspended deck, transparent noise screen along its edge,
and open-design stairs. Princeton University's Firestone Li-
brary has two attractive mezzanines with interesting open stairs.
Photo courtesy Armstrong Cork Company.
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reading room. That is, when site costs per square foot are high, less
ground is needed if mezzanines can be used, and this may be a determin-
ing factor in getting a better site. Floor space on mezzanines can often
be gained at a small cubage increase because the second level ceiling need
only be pushed up six feet above the main flat roof level; correspondingly
mezzanine space is not so economical in a two or three-story building.
But it has major advantages; it can be reached by stairs starting close to
the service desk, so the staff has quick access to it: readers are routed
past the service points and tend to have more complete contacts with the
staff for questions and better service; mezzanine space is under close
scrutiny by the staff, impossible through a stair opening in a solid floor.
Mezzanine space can be counted in meeting the standard expressed in
column 6 of Table I; but the thicker the floor and the greater the floor to
floor distance, the less useful is the mezzanine. A variation of the mez-
zanine, the split-level main floor, appropriate for many branches, is
described below on pages 28 and 29.
Main floor space is at a premium because a library is primarily a
horizontal building, if it is to be most efficient, and ground cost is usual-
ly a consideration. Much time and motion can be saved on one level; the
objection to stair climbing by no means the chief factor. For staff and
readers alike the "reference search" often involves much walking and
climbing, avoidable on one floor. 28
It follows that some functions or services lend themselves better
than others to being housed elsewhere than on the main floor. In commu-
nities large enough to justify a separate staff and schedule for children's
service, the children's room could go upstairs, or, if the ground slopes
enough for windows, in the basement.
Vancouver courageously and wisely put fiction and some other ser-
vices on upper levels, and kept the more important informational services
on the main floor. Other possible economies, with least penalty, are dis-
cussed in J. L. Wheeler and A. M. Githens' American Public Library
Building. 29
A third possible solution in maximizing the use of available ground
space for first floor use is the steady progress being made toward almost
complete "openness" and flexibility of library interior plans. The "modu-
lar" idea for libraries has tended to become a fetish because of its over-
emphasis on the basically sound principle of spacing structural supports
to match standard bookcases plus table plus traffic aisle multiples. Ac-
tually this is not as flexible even as the simple "loft" type buildings with
large bays, maybe twenty-four to thirty feet, which could naturally be
spaced on the modular principle, with furniture movable therein (e. g.,
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Princeton University's recent Firestone Library, or Cincinnati Public Li-
brary's twenty-one by twenty-seven foot bays). Two dangers of modular
planning are that modules tend to be too small and ceilings too low, there-
by decreasing vertical as well as horizontal flexibility. 30
A fourth possible solution, the seemingly logical idea of building a
multi-story building downtown and renting all the upper floors not needed
by the library, has never been carried out (except years ago for the pri-
vately controlled John Crerar reference library in Chicago). Practical dif-
ficulties include the opposition from real estate men to competing with tax-
free publicly financed rental space, the great total investment required for a
large building on ground costly enough to give the library a strategic site and
attract high rental return, and the almost certain sacrifice of library space
allotment (above all keeping the library downstairs) and efficient plan relation-
ships, to the greater pressure to do right by the office space. In 1949 the
Beaux Arts Institute of Design held a competition for architectural students
on plans for a combination library and office building; from a library point
of view, the results were impracticable. 31
Least valid of all, as a solution to the problem of assuring enough
ground floor space, is the spreading out of the library on cheap ground in a
poor location. Sometimes it is claimed, that this is necessary, in order to
secure adequate parking space (see pages 9-10),sometimes it results from
the notion that a library building should include an auditorium (for adult
education groups and public meetings) and other cultural activities; pressure
from enthusiasts has recently meant seizing valuable main floor space for
this secondary purpose. For example, the plans for the new Minneapolis
central library building show a six hundred seat meeting room right on the
ground floor and a science museum elsewhere in the building, and all on a
site not nearly good enough because a suitable site for the library alone
would have cost far more than for the other activities. The point is that
what only a library can do (viz., promoting reader and informational ser-
vices) should come first, and that is best done in a strategic pedestrian-
center location. The ground cost of such a site should be too high to allow
for the purchase of additional land for parking or to provide room for ex-
traneous functions. Precisely because ground cost of such a site will be
high, the building should cover the whole plot with no set-back or room for
landscaping. By the same reasoning, the main floor, at ground level,
should constitute as high a proportion as possible of total floor space.
In dollar terms, no formula for the cost of a good site will hold good
in all cases. In unusual instances the essential strategic site may cost
little, or even be already publicly owned. All too often, however, the fact
that the city owns ground that "will do, " results in taking this easy out, and
accepting a plot that will always be a handicap. On the other hand, spending
half as much for the right site as for the building is a good investment, for
better a poor building in a good location than a good building in a poor
location. In other words, the best solution is to find the one best site
and then pay what one must to get it. It is a fundamental but common
and natural error for trustees to want to pay as little as possible for a
site. In 1902 the Trenton library building committee chairman objected
to paying $5, 000 more than his estimate of the value of a plot on a busy
main street corner, and the building was finally located two blocks away
from everything and on a secondary street next to a school. The loss
from overhead maintenance and operating costs of this building, rela-
tive to its use, has equalled many times over the entire cost of the ideal
site on the main street; and the library has rendered no more than half
the service to the community it could have given, year after year, at a
good State Street site.
It seems still more unfortunate when the necessary money is avail-
able but is spent for a site chosen for reasons other than those related to
the best possible service and use of the library. Thus Denver's new
$1, 900, 000 building stands on a site at 14th and Broadway which cost
$1, 100, 000 but is considerably off the main stem. Public officials,
including planning officers, disregarded the librarian's recommendations,
refused to pay enough for even 25, 000 square feet of ground (which with
mezzanines sufficed for Dallas' excellent new building) at a strategic
library site, but were willing to pay just as much for another site which
appealed to them for reasons (parking, real estate development, green
grass and vistas) unrelated to library objectives. The Planning Office's
study on library location 3 2 puts first as a criterion "Proximity to major
centers of interest such as stores, office buildings, theaters, and edu-
cational institutions" (the latter is not an essential factor but almost al-
ways a conflicting one; universities and schools obviously could not af-
ford to justify the ground values which are vital to retail and office cen-
ters, and to a public library). "The Denver location is bad also because
it is in a vacuum, i. e., in a large parklike area of Civic Center. John
Richards, Francis St. John, and I tried to talk them out of the CC lo-
cation in favor of an existing vacant site in the business area, but no
luck." (Carl Vitz) "Mr. X said no one could convince him that people
won't walk a few blocks to use the library. "
The Split-Personality Library
When library and other public officials cannot face the costs and
other problems in getting a really efficient pedestrian-center location, add-
ed to the costs of an adequate central building, a confusing array of unsound
alternatives will inevitably be proposed. One of the most confusing and
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damaging proposals is to divide the central library and put part of it some-
where else where ground is cheaper and parking is easier. The splitting
of major functions of a central library conflicts with good and economical
library organization, as would be true of any enterprise in which there has
been a large investment. The central library comprises one large closely
knit assembly of (a) book collections, including all the specialized materials
which cost so much it is folly to duplicate them, (b) all the specialized
training and knowledge of the staff who bring materials and readers together,
and (c) all the book selecting and preparation processes for the whole system.
The most serious penalty arises from the delusion that adult circulating
nonfiction collections and services can be split from adult reference materials
and services. 33 The basic point is that there is only a theoretical distinction
between "reference" and "circulating" materials and services. This is self-
evident when any library sets up a subject department in its main library, or
starts a "business branch" some distance away; these departments cannot
operate without both the circulating and reference books and periodicals. At
least one large library maintains a duplicate file of thousands of unbound
circulating magazines, on a vast variety of special subjects, so that after
the desired references have been located, busy people can borrow and take
them to their offices, laboratories, etc., -- a rather vital reference service
which belongs in a strong central library.
Furthermore, any one subject ramifies into many others. A subject
and its materials cannot be chopped away from the general collection and
services without depriving readers of vast resources they have to consult
on the shelves, through the general card catalog and indexes, and through
the minds of the trained staff. Existence of a separate "business branch"
is generally a sign of a poorly located central library building, for any
such separated subject-branch operates under a handicap. The penalty
is not so great when children's services are taken out of central to relieve
demands for space (as in Buffalo), but most children's librarians would
protest even this move because they too and their patrons depend upon a
strong, complete battery of central services.
The "split-personality" central library is bound to be expensive,
just as would be true if a factory or department store were split in two,
and it leads to the confusions and frustrations of the split-personality
man or woman. Books and other materials must be duplicated. Trained
and experienced staff must be increased in number over what would be
needed for one installation, and that in the face of a long-term shortage
of librarians. Patrons too will waste time traveling between two physical-
ly separated portions of what are not only related but inseparable invest-
ments in overhead resources.
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Finally, to put part of the central library at a cheap location or
one where parking is easy presents just as much of a problem as to find
a suitable location for the whole unit. The further it is from the strategic
pedestrian-center site, the greater the inconvenience for all those who
must travel to it from all parts of town except the area immediately
arround it. Philadelphia's inefficient, extravagant 1926 central build-
ing (see page 11), nearly a mile from the downtown pedestrian center,
is difficult to reach from anywhere except a half-mile circle around it.
Just where, at a distance from the crowd center in any city, can a good
location be found which will not discriminate against the majority of
cit i zens ?
The Memphis library situation exemplifies these disadvantages to
splitting the central library. In 1955 a new central circulating library was
built in the geographical center of town, four miles from downtown,
leaving reference services and materials in the sixty-five-year old
Cossitt building, a few streets from the river's bank. Circulation
trebled in the new building (and was 293, 390 in 1955-56), but no break-
down of figures is available as between adult fiction and nonfiction.
However, total circulation of the whole library system in 1955 was
1, 722, 330 which is low for a city with a population of 393, 000 (1950);
but three-fourths of this circulation was of juvenile books, partly be-
cause of library outlets in grade school buildings. Furthermore, though
no exact count of reference questions is kept at the new central library,
the Reference and Research Center at Cossitt handles less than 25, 000
a year. In contrast, Baltimore's recent Pimlico Branch handles 44, 000
reference questions a year and 275, 000 book circulation. The new central
library in Memphis has four sections of shelving of reference books (about
750 volumes), and no trained reference librarians since they were all left
at the Cossitt building. Just what happens to the servicing of adult non-
fiction? On a total library budget of under $1 per capita, and in the face
of these circumstances, one can hardly expect any substantial city-wide
reference service to develop, or any heavy circulation of adult nonfiction.
One can only conclude that a split of the central library services and
collections is not a practicable alternative to the necessity of paying for
a strategic site in the center of shopping and office workers' traffic. The
duplicated salary, maintenance, cost, and book purchases (not to speak
of lowered efficiency and service) will more than eat up the "savings"
achieved by selecting a site outside the downtown area. The long-term
return on the investment in site and building is vastly more important
than the difference in the immediate outlay.
In the same spirit, certain valuable lessons have been learned, in
the last few years, as to the best use ofa library site, all the more impor-
tant if it is properly located downtown and therefore expensive in price.
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Factors of Design Affecting Location
Once having obtained a strategic pedestrian-center site, a library
building should be so designed and built that the crowd of people who pass
it will be attracted inside. It should be set at the sidewalk so that everyone
can see and study the exhibits in the windows, and see other readers and
staff carrying on the busy interesting routine of finding and using information.
It should require no stair climbing to enter the building. With expensive down-
town ground, no part of it should be used for parking. Access to the building
for secondary reasons should be made a secondary consideration. In other
words, placement and design of the building should be strictly determined by
what they can contribute to helping the library to give more, better, more
substantial service to more people at the least cost in salaries and time,
and at the highest turnover per volume.
Unfortunately, this concept is not always accepted even today, and it is
definitely in opposition to the traditional idea of setting off a library building
to make it "look nice. " Many persons still think of a library as primarily a
beautiful pretentious building rather than as a service agency with social and
educational purposes to fulfill. Nor is there any reason why a library build-
ing, designed to give efficient service, should not also be as colorful, appeal-
ing, and attractive, as a cocktail bar, a drugstore, or a supermarket. De-
signed to be functional it can also be beautiful and gracious. This same
marked trend is to be seen in other fields, e. g., Yale's Art Gallery and
Design Center, 34 the new Music Hall at the University of California at Los
Angeles, 35 Mies van der Rohe's Art Museum at Houston, 36 the Oak Cliffs
Savings and Loan building in Dallas,37 and the spectacular glass building of
the Manufacturers Trust Company at Fifth Avenue and 43rd Street in New
York City. 38 The popularity and success of the latter vindicates the courage
of bank officials in utilizing their new building to draw customers, revealing
daily operations to the hordes of Fifth Avenue pedestrians, and banishing
the masonry barrier which has given banks, like libraries, their air of
aloofness from the crowd.
There are many successful examples of library buildings with
sidewalk level entrance and considerable open glass expanse along the front.
The Youth Library at Fitchburg, Massachusetts, had an enthusiastic reception,
even in the popular press, 39 and exemplifies straightforward design, open
interior view, and courageous use of color. The new Dallas central library
building4 0 on Commerce Street, next to the Statler Hotel, is illustrated here;
the first year's circulation in the new building was 143 per cent more than
that in the old location, though the old parking lot was wiped out by the new
building. The stunning new Vancouver central building is on a busy down-
town corner with sidewalk entrance and glass frontage on two sides and
four levels. It is being increasingly surrounded by new multistory office
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"Enter by the corner of the most useful library in the world" said this
1930 advertisement of S. D. Warren Paper Company, publicizing the
value of coupons to be used by readers of magazine ads. It also shows
why a corner location in the crowded downtown area of any city is
bound to generate the heaviest library use. Photo courtesy of the company.
Sidewalk level entrance and main floor of new Dallas central building
on Commerce Street, next to Statler Hotel. First year circulation in-
creased 143 per cent over that in Union Terminal where parking was
easy.
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Vancouver, British Columbia, new central building on a busy, strategic
downtown corner, with sidewalk entrance and glass frontage on two sides
and four levels. Its site, subject of long controversy, is now being sur-
rounded by new multistory office and store buildings.
Brightly illuminated sidewalk entrance of San Diego central library;
electric eye doors. Photo, courtesy Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company
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and store buildings, vindicating the strong recommendations of three
library surveyors who protested against other sites for which great
pressure was generated. Notable also are the library buildings of San
Diego,4 1 shown on the preceeding page, and of Cincinnati. 4 2 New
Orleans has a glass exterior on three sides.
Passers-by have a complete view of the interior of Philadelphia's
two-level downtown Mercantile Branch, shown on the facing page, with
entrance and circulation lobby at sidewalk level and short stairs leading
up and down to two adult reading rooms. Extremely popular with the
business community, this building sets new patterns of attractiveness.
The idea of the split-level and glass front was also pioneered by Emerson
Greenaway, in the Pennsylvania-North Avenue branch of the Baltimore
public library, and borrowed from a successful shoestore. Lewis Mumford
enthusiastically called the Philadelphia Mercantile Branch "an eloquent
piece of self-identification that says... 'come in and do what everyone else
is doing'... with light, color, books, comfortable chairs. ,43 It well
illustrates why a narrow frontage, thirty-five feet, on a main downtown
street, with 160 foot depth, wedged in between higher buildings, makes
a more effective library than an imposing spread of masonry on a secondary
street.
Special Problems of Location: Parking
Next to the cost of the ground, the most baffling problem to solve
in acquiring a library site is the matter of parking. It is anticipated that
there will be fifty million more cars by 1976, and numerous solutions for
handling them have been proposed. 44 So far the provision of parking space
has always been too little and too late, and the number of drivers (with
their complaints against walking even a block or two) increases faster than
surface, underground, or multi-level parking space. The result is a
perpetual conflict between the drivers' desire to park near their destination,
the resulting traffic congestion, and the cost of ground or floor space on
which to park. The problem is clearly community-wide, and increasingly
more drastic measures are being proposed for the common good. 45 Be-
fore we consider just what a library can do about parking, it is well to
review available evidence on use of the library by the increasing number
of patrons who drive downtown.
Reference was made earlier (see page 11 ) to a 1949 survey of
1, 078 patrons who used the Minneapolis central library and who reported
on how they had come; only 13 per cent made a special visit to the library
by car, and 57 per cent made their visit to the library incidental to other
business. In January 1953, a public opinion poll of a cross-section of over
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Passers-by have complete view of interior of Philadelphia's
two-level downtown Mercantile Branch, with entrance and circu-
lation lobby at sidewalk level and short stairs leading up and
down to two adult reading rooms. Extremely popular with the
business community, this building sets new patterns of attractiveness.
a thousand adults in the community was conducted for the Evansville Public
Library; 4 6 about 90 per cent of the respondents were satisfied with the loca-
tion of library buildings. (The central library is in the downtown area.)
Asked if they would use the library more if parking facilities were better,
59 per cent said "No. " In January 1956, a poll was taken of 5, 126 patrons
of the Atlanta central library (see page 16 ); only 10 per cent had made a
special auto trip to use the library, and 76 per cent had combined their
visit to the library with other activities in downtown Atlanta (though half
of these latter had come downtown by car; their parking problem was
hardly the exclusive concern of the library). In February and March
1956, the Omaha Public Library polled the users of its central building
(see page 16); of 3, 901 adults who indicated details of their visit, only
14 per cent had made a special trip by auto, and 72 per cent came downtown
for one or more purposes in addition to library use (again, 39 per cent of
these latter drove their own cars downtown but would have faced at least
a second parking problem regardless of what provision the library could
have made for them). The Omaha library is trying to get a new site lo-
cated even closer than the present four blocks from the highest value
corner at 16th and Farnham Streets.47 The only other substantial study
known to this writer was a 1957 poll of 2, 337 users of the South Bend
central library; 4 8 only 20 per cent drove their own cars downtown just
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to use the library and therefore ran into the parking problem in order
to get library service.
Several conclusions seem clearly warranted. For one thing,
the parking problem is not peculiarly a library problem, as it is of
supermarkets, but is a community problem and the library will suffer
if it is not solved satisfactorily and will gain if it is. For a second
thing, library use has been shown to be largely combined with other
errands, shopping, and business, perhaps precisely because parking
is such a problem; and there is no evidence to suggest that many people
would want to make a separate trip to a library located away from the
center. Thirdly, the matter seems to come down to a choice between
(a) the strategic location in the heart of town, or the heart of a neighbor-
hood store center, where the greatest number of persons will see, visit,
and use the library but where parking is scarce and difficult, or (b) a
site far from stores or pedestrian crowds but where parking space is
easily available. Answers to the questionnaire Item 6 (see page 48)
reveal that 80 per cent of these experienced librarians would put close-
ness to pedestrian traffic above ease of parking.
In short, the main lesson to be learned appears to be that for every
block a main or branch library is removed from the downtown or neigh-
borhood pedestrian crowd center, the less it is used. Easy parking means
decreased, not increased use. This conclusion is not disproved by cases
where new buildings naturally show a gratifying increase in volume of use
and in enthusiasm over new facilities on the part of those who do come.
The question is whether for the same total investment (but more in site
and less in building) the library would not have done still better in circula-
tion, in reference service, in cost per unit of service, and in book turn-
over, if it stood amidst the crowd.
The situation is depicted graphically on the following page, with re-
gard to a branch library. In the bottom half of the page, the branch is
shown located in an outlying high class residential section, with no stores
or pedestrian crowd nearby. Two main groups of adult patrons will be
found, those living close enough to walk, and those who drive to the branch
solely to visit it and to do no other errands.
Understandably, up to 90 per cent of such patrons would say that
good parking is essential to their use of the library, but in well-located
and more heavily used libraries, less than 30 per cent of the patrons make
a special auto trip. In such a branch as that shown in the residential lo-
cation, we should also probably find (a) that total circulation is under
100, 000 a year, (b) that total adult use is relatively small, and fiction cir-
culation larger than nonfiction, (c) that reference service is small in volume
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The cases reported and the 90 per cent opinion of experienced librarians dis-
cussed in this report, indicate that every block that a main or branch library
is removed from the downtown or neighborhood pedestrian crowd center, the
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(scarcely ever more than one-third reference questions per capita), (d) that
operating costs (building maintenance, books, and salaries) are high rela-
tive to circulation, and (e) that turnover per book is low.
Finally, what can a library do by and for itself to help relieve the
parking problem? Many libraries provide a book return box at the curb.
A few (such as Oklahoma City) provide drive-in facilities for picking up
books; more resourceful forethought on this service can be expected in
the future. Possibilities will be explored to provide parking space, a
few blocks away on less valuable ground, for library employees; many
business concerns are coming to accept this obligation. But a parking lot
for library patrons can be a head-ache to supervise and operate, if located
in a downtown area. As far as is known, no library has yet tried to pro-
vide parking underground or on the roof of the building, and the prospects
are not promising. Because it is lower posted than the main floor, the
upper basement level is a quick-access storage area for materials often
wanted on the main service floor. The possibilities of attractive useful
underground space for reader use as well as parking are suggested by
the two underground levels of Chicago's Greyhound Bus Terminal, where
crowds come and go. In any city of over 50, 000 population, the entire
basement level is the library's most logical reservoir space for its
stock of less frequently used printed materials. In cities of over 250, 000
these materials would absorb all or most of a second underground level.
Beyond this, the librarian shares responsibility to work out general
solutions to the community's parking problem, as do all the other business
and professional men interested in the future of the urban center.
Special Problems of Location: Flight to the Suburbs
No one can dispute the simple fact that from 1940 to 1954, nearly
half the national increase in population has been in residential suburban
areas ten to fourteen miles from the traditional big city shopping centers,
with family incomes above average and with heavy pressure for the crea-
tion of large shopping centers accessible by auto without going downtown. 4 9
It is estimated that approximately 3, 000 such shopping centers have been
established or are under active consideration. There must be hundreds
of cases where a branch library would flourish in these modern shopping
centers lying outside closely built-up residence neighborhoods. No such
case was reported in the questionnaires returned by ninety-four libraries
in 1952, but doubtless several such branches have been opened since then.
In 1952 promoters of the Edmundson Shopping Center in Baltimore
offered land for a branch library. The building cost $217, 000, and in
1955 the branch loaned 200, 000 books. But the Pimlico Branch, also built
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in 1952, at a cost of $265, 000, two miles further in town at a congested
store and traffic intersection, with acute parking difficulties, loaned 275, 000
books in 1955. Edmundson handled only 22, 000 reference questions; Pimlico,
44, 000. Furthermore, 46 per cent of Edmundson's adult circulation was of
nonfiction books; at Pimlico it was 50 per cent; and at Pennsylvania-North
Avenue Branch, still further in town and with even poorer facilities for
parking, it was 59 per cent.
There are at least four good reasons why so few libraries have been
located in suburban shopping centers or are likely to be. Fore most, is
the high cost of a permanent site (or even of a ten-year rental contract) in
the heart of a new shopping center where ground values are naturally inflated
by the expectation of large profits. Second, because of the site cost, there
is just as much temptation to take a second-rate location near to or just
around the corner from the shopping center, as there is from an older natural-
ly developed store center in the midst of a well-established congested neighbor-
hood. Third, many shopping centers particularly the larger ones, (e. g.,
Shoppers' World at Framingham, Massachusetts) cater to many other patrons
than those residing inside the center's tax support boundaries. A public li-
brary is not usually allowed by law to serve persons not in its taxing area,
without at least a contract and some financial remuneration. Even if such
were provided, there would be many administrative and policy questions to
solve, and years will elapse before "regional" systems can be formed to
overcome this difficulty. Finally, not all shopping centers have been an un-
qualified success, many have changed hands at great loss, and libraries are
ill-equipped to take risks or to pioneer with an expensive building in a
development which is still so young. Most suburban shopping centers offer
far less variety of goods and services than in the downtown shopping center;
the former supplement but do not replace the latter, as witness the continued
dependence of even the suburban residents on the downtown center.
All these considerations obviously apply with even more force to
proposals to locate a central library at such a shopping center (e. g., White
Plains, New York) than in the case of a branch library. It might be argued
that everything is dying in the central portion of our older cities and will
stay dead, while more and more business and more and more residents will
move to the suburbs. At the least this idea calls for a careful study of the
local situation. Nationally the evidence is not in its favor.
Our urban centers represent more than a quarter of the nation's
$840 billion realty assets; 5 0 it is not likely that this investment or the tax
returns from it will be allowed to evaporate without a struggle. A tremendous
program of demolition and rebuilding is under way in many large cities'
central areas (e.g., Pittsburgh, New Orleans, and New York), 51 under the
stimulus partly of the federal housing act of 1949 and its more recent amend-
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ments providing grants for slum clearance, partly of citizen groups,
such as the American Council to Improve Our Neighborhoods, and partly
of private retail merchants who have the most to lose and gain. The
evidence is clear and overwhelming that the metropolitan retail stores
are getting stronger and not weaker, despite the rise of the suburban
shopping centers.
Many department stores, e.g., Rich's in Atlanta, Neiman-Marcus
in Dallas, Marshall Field's in Chicago, have built suburban stores but
have also drastically enlarged and remodelled their downtown stores, at
heavy costs. It has recently been estimated that all the suburban shopping
centers put together are "capable of handling only 10 per cent of the
national department store sales. "52 The most elaborate study yet made
of the subject, by the Ohio State University Bureau of Business Research, 53
concludes that "the downtown section has the advantage over the suburban
shopping centers in all three cities (Columbus, Seattle, Houston) on 16 of
23 factors.. .the advantages of downtown shopping were, in the order of
their importance: first, 'large selection of goods'; second, 'can do
several errands at one time'; and third, 'cheaper prices'.... Though
parking is the greatest disadvantage of the central business district, and
though traffic conditions.., are troublesome.., they apparently are not
troublesome enough to determine or greatly affect their shopping orienta-
tion when all factors are taken into consideration. "
We stress this point for some librarians who seem to realize far
less than planners, that central areas have a bright future. Unless the
situation changes more than it has so far, librarians would evidently be
well-advised to keep their central libraries downtown, if already there,
and to place their new central buildings as close as possible to the strate-
gic spot in the center of shopping and pedestrian traffic. If they are al-
ready well situated, they can add to the movement of urban renewal by
remodelling or rehabilitating old and obsolete library buildings, even if
they cannot get new ones, or by rebuilding more efficiently where they are.
The point remains that if the central library is not located in the downtown
pedestrian area, at what one place would it be as able to serve the whole
population ?
The subject of completely modernizing and enlarging older library
buildings has been given little competent attention, so far, as to either
planning or designing, for one reason because most architects appear
uninterested. Such a transformation as might be practicable and economi-
cal in many cases, especially where a considerable extension could be
made out to the front sidewalk, thus providing a major proportion of new
flexible-use space and a completely modern facade, would contribute to
downtown "renewal" programs.
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Special Problems of Location: Civic Centers and City Plan
Another location often suggested but rarely desirable for a library build-
ing is the civic center, usually an impressively landscaped group of public
buildings whose individual services and clienteles bear little relationship to each
other. We do not question here the general idea of the civic center as a feature
of city planning, though many planners themselves no longer believe in it. 54
But we can say, on the basis of librarians' opinions, case experience, and
logic, that such a site is a poor one for a library. When used for a library,
it is almost always because the ground is available at no or low cost and
without a struggle, or to use the library as a popular sacrificial goat
to help get such a large project launched. As one planning report said,
"The development of the Civic Square, Auditorium and Convention Hall...
provides an opportunity for the library to ... form part of the grouping of the
public buildings already proposed... in order that each can add.. .to the
general composition. " This grouping idea is a false criterion for library
location; obviously it completely overlooks library objectives. Here, the
use of an auditorium and convention hall has little relation to the daily ser-
vice of informational help to the crowd of downtown individuals. In this
case, Vancouver, fortunately the convictions and unabating determination of the
library board and librarian prevailed after a five year struggle.
A fresh perceptive 1958 analysis of the group-concept of public buildings,
by Jane Jacobs, 55 calls such groups "spacious, parklike, uncrowded, stable,
symmetrical, orderly, clean, impressive, ornamental...all the attributes of
a well kept, dignified cemetery, " and emphasizes their neglect of the basic
factor, -- the use that people make of buildings. This article is essential to
library officials trying to understand current progress in urban redevelop-
ment, and to provide statements to counteract current pressures to place
the library in civic or cultural centers, where its function would be dis-
connected from the main stream of community activities.
Of the eighty returns on question No. 9 in the questionnaire, six (8 per
cent) said they had had no experience; fifteen (19 per cent) said it depends
on where the civic center is, (and half of these indicated that they meant only
if the civic center were in a strategic pedestrian crowd area), forty-nine
(61 per cent) were unfavorable to the idea of having a library in a civic
center, and ten (12 per cent) were willing to consider such a site. Of those
with a definite opinion (fifty-nine in all), 83 per cent were opposed; they
cited such well known mistakes of libraries in civic centers, as San Francisco,
Pittsburgh, Denver (the old building), Philadelphia, and Indianapolis.
Pittsburgh's Schenley Park was one of the earliest civic or cultural centers
in the country (see following page) with Carnegie Institute, Library and
Museum together in the right center of the picture, the forty-two story
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One of the earliest civic or "cultural centers, " at Schenley Park, Pittsburgh,
with the Carnegie Institute, Library and Museum together (right center), the
forty-two story "Cathedral of Learning" of the University of Pittsburgh, and
numerous other important cultural buildings nearby. It assumed that a great
central library should serve primarily the comparatively small segment of
population connected with these institutions. The experienced librarian's
opinion may be a warning against the "cultural center" location: "This library
has never been able to develop a creditable volume of use by non-students
. .. three miles from the business section where the mass of downtown work-
ers and shoppers can use the library... Convenience means proximity to the
city's principal office buildings, department stores, shops, and banks. Our
downtown branch proves this for it is no substitute for a centrally located
main building." Librarian Ralph Munn considers Pittsburgh's central library
site a distinct failure and handicap, similar to the predicament at Philadelphia
and San Francisco.
Photo courtesy Allegheny Conference on Community Development.
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"Cathedral of Learning" of the University of Pittsburgh, and many other such
agencies. The assumption would seem to be that the library will serve
primarily the comparatively small segment of the population connected
with these institutions. The long experienced director of the Pittsburgh
library says that the building has never had much use by non-students,
located as it is three miles from the business section of the city. Like
the Philadelphia and San Francisco librarians, who suffer from civic and
cultural center locations, he is a strong advocate of placing the main li-
brary in the heart of the downtown crowd.
San Francisco's grievous error in library location years ago has re-
sulted in a costly inefficient building which has attained only a fraction of the
use it might have had. If operating costs of this library were divided by
circulation, and especially by reference question totals, the result would be
among the two or three highest unit costs in the country. Other such cases
could be mentioned, but a few cases were also cited by those librarians
willing to accept a civic center location. The Richmond, California, civic
center was mentioned most often as a favorable example of such a location
for a library. It is new and indeed outstanding, 56 but a mile away from the
downtown area. What is usually overlooked is that even greater circula-
tion, and more adult nonfiction and reference use, would have been achieved
at a lower unit cost if the new Richmond library had been built within a
block of the downtown center. In the same manner Houston calls its civic
center location a success, but other librarians do not agree; it has a low
circulation, high operating costs, and allow per capita support (perhaps
precisely because a library so located in an out-of-the-way spot does not
impress anyone as being very vital). In fact most of the few favorable
opinions on this subject come from libraries in civic centers; they may
perhaps be rationalizing their own situation. The one example of a library
in a civic center which seems to have some merit is that of Phoenix (see
page 10), and there are a number of unusual factors present in the situation.
What is obviously needed and would be good for both a library and its
community, is that the library be included in the city plan, but consider-
ing it as the informational sales, merchandise, and service plant it is,
not as a civic or cultural building. The library has its own definite service
program, and its own clientele with service and travel habits which indicate
a location and a type of building logically unrelated to the usual civic center.
But in city after city (e. g., Jackson,[ Mississippil Vancouver, Toledo,
San Diego, Dallas, Eugene, South Bend) the public library has had to fight
from being so located. Examples of even worse locations can be found, vis.,
in parks (e. g., Ortega Branch in San Francisco), 57 in the city auditorium
(e. g., Amarillo, where circulation dropped 50 per cent within one year of
the move), in school buildings, and even next to cemeteries, surely the
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ultimate in peace and quiet. San Francisco's Parkside and Marina branches
are also in parks, but flourish because these small parks are in the heart
of business areas. Unfortunately, the San Francisco Planning Commission
report de-emphasizes strategic location, and with the assertion that "Park-
ing for motor vehicles and bicycles should be readily available on or near
the site of a branch library" it has encouraged site choices in other cities
which will greatly reduce the services otherwise possible from the build-
ings. The Omaha report has a better statement:4 7 "A public library is
not a cloistered edifice or cultural symbol far from the turmoil of the city,
but is a busy public service agency. It cannot be relegated to some quiet
side street but must be placed where people naturally converge. The test
is ready accessibility to actual and potential patrons, with particular refer-
ence to the latter, "
Little has been written on the place of the library in the city plan.
Though librarians and planners are disposed to cooperate, few of either
know much about the work of the other. Often the recommendations of
planners have aroused the keenest apprehensions of librarians and their
staffs, who have struggled to extricate their libraries from proposals
for a "coordinated city plan, " which usually means "tagging" the library
for the civic center or a so-called "cultural center." Only one case has been
found by the present writer of a library being included in the planning of a
whole new town, and that is Vanport, Oregon, a city of 42, 000, which was
washed out by the Columbia River flood of 1942 and rebuilt with the library
at a strategic location.
All too often, planners think about the library only in terms of finding
an economical site, failing to realize that a bad location will measurably
reduce the return on the considerable investment in the library building
and from annual operating budgets. A second common mistake which
planners may make, in thinking about libraries, is to stress secondary
considerations, e.g., parking for library patrons, combining or grouping
a public auditorium or museum with a library, or creating a monumental
traditional structure in spacious grounds. Unquestionably librarians must
learn to present their case so that planners can help them by recommending
sites they may previously have considered too valuable for library purposes.
An outstanding example of this is New Orleans which recently completed
a mass downtown slum clearance. The library's importance was recognized
by being alloted a favored spot, on a strategic corner at the intersection of
two major streets. Though called a civic center, because other municipal
buildings are in the area, this is really to be a future business area;
several multi-story office and commercial buildings are going up around
the library's location.
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The library's place in the city plan is logically based on (1) knowledge
of its function and services, (2) understanding of the habits and routines of its
patrons as they affect location, (3) the desire to help it develop as large a
volume of business as possible in comparison with its operating cost, and
(4) recognition of its right to exist by itself and to advance its public useful-
ness as much as possible. It does not have the same patron-habits as a
museum, art gallery, auditorium, or music hall, and does not belong with
them.
Who Should Choose a Library Site ?
Among those who should not choose a library site--or at least not
determine its choice--are newspaper editors, business men, and participants
in public opinion polls. Newspapers have an obligation to report site contro-
versies, but most of their editors feel responsible not to headline or inter-
pret incidents and statements in such a way as to harm the library. When
they do take a stand, they may not know all the facts; or, having taken a
strong stand, they may be unable to retreat when faced with facts. In
Youngstown, in 1907, a newspaper editor took issue with a rival paper on
the location of the new library building and cast just enough more weight
to have it put across a railroad grade crossing, up a hill, and four blocks
from the city square where its services have been minimized for a half
century.
In 1955-56 the Eugene, Oregon, newspaper started with a determination
to help create a proposed civic center; it misinterpreted evidence, to help
persuade the responsible officials and the public to reject the recommendations
of the library board and the librarian. Fortunately, there are cases on the
other side to balance these, e. g., Corpus Christi and San Diego, where
newspaper editors studied the facts, took seriously the analyses prepared
by trustees and librarian, and supported them. But the fact remains that it
is not the function of the newspapers to choose a library site.
Most businessmen are generally well-disposed toward their local library
but they are primarily interested in keeping down taxes--and in adding notable
new store and business buildings. The presence of a library has attracted
renters and home owners into certain towns, suburbs, and neighborhoods,
but we have found no clearcut case where a library has drawn any crowds
to a store next door (except to music or bookstores close to several large
city libraries). Because traditional library buildings of the morgue or
mausoleum type have created dead spots and interrupted a continuous window-
shopping strip, some business men have visualized all libraries in these
antiquated terms and have argued that a library would be a liability in a
business block. The new Mercantile Branch in Philadelphia and the
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Pennsylvania-North Avenue Branch in Baltimore, to name only two,
prove the contrary, by their brightness, the variety and unusual character
of their activity, and the quality of their patronage. They preserve the
continuity of the "window-shopping" of a retail area. A far less defensible
attitude is that taken by some businessmen and real estate men in opposing
the library's use of a strategic site and in advocating a less desirable one,
for purely selfish and mercenary motives. Corpus Christi went through
this sort of experience only recently, before it could proceed with its un-
usual reconstruction of a previous city hall at a strategic corner. A library
site is not properly decided by businessmen.
As a device to decide on or create pressure for or against a library
site, a public opinion poll is delusive because opinions come from many
persons who have an almost complete lack of knowledge of the library's poten-
tial use to them, and consequently they know nothing of the use-habits they
would follow if they did use it. A public opinion poll on the question of a li-
brary site is likely to be taken by a newspaper in the heat of controversy,
and as such it will become surrounded by emotionalism and distorted by
misinformation, as in the case of Roanoke in 1949 where the local paper
at first opposed the library's request for the main street corner of a down-
town park. Even if a public opinion survey were to be used, the newspaper
type of self-selected respondents checking a ballot on the front page is
likely to violate all the usual requirements for a representative sample and a
valid poll. But the point is that selection of a library site is in essence a
technical and professional problem, and not one which can be soundly settled
by a majority vote from uninformed citizens.
Who then should choose a library site? In most cases it will be the
library board of trustees. The problem is a specialized one, parallel
to that of school boards in locating schools; few communities attempt to
take this important matter out of the hands of their school boards. Legally
the board is the library, and in many cases the board is authorized by law
(directly or indirectly) to purchase property and to construct buildings.
The board has the obligation to keep thoroughly posted, to raise questions
and objections, to understandand plan its course of action, to tell the com-
munity and public officials what it thinks should be done and why, rather
than to delay, hesitate, and wait to see what others may say or do, or to
have others, including other municipal authorities, tell the board what is
to be done and compel it to do what it knows should not be done.
As executive officer of the board, the librarian is the natural and
logical initiator and coordinator; he is paid to plan, guide, and secure the best
possible service for each dollar of library tax support. He has to push for
buildings badly needed and resist demand for unessential buildings which
would drain the budget and give less than proportionate return. He knows
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(or should know), what parts of the city contain large enough populations
of promising enough character to justify a new building. He and his staff
are often better informed than anyone else about strategic locations,
whether easily available or not. The librarian should interpret the library's
program and needs to planners, other city officials, the architect, and the
public; and with an open mind he will solicit and assimilate their suggestions
and information and report it to the trustees, along with his own interpretations
and recommendations.
Local planning officials are able to offer the librarian vital data as to
present and forseeable population movements, routes of auto traffic and bus
transit, and projected developments in retail centers and resulting pedestrian
congregating spots. Other local officials and the architect, when brought
into deliberations over a site, generally start cold with regard to both
the planners' data and the librarian's concerns. An architect especially is
likely to think of building design in terms of exterior appearance, rather than
of maximum convenient accessability. He may even be concerned that too
much will be spent for a site, for this would reduce the amount available
for the building. To all these persons, the librarian needs to convey a sense
of the value of the librarys services, to describe its operating methods so as
to make clear the influence of location and plan on maximizing volume and
minimizing costs, to justify the local needs for ground space in size and
approximate cost, and to urge and promote the top recommendations for a
site.
In short, the librarian needs to have studied the needs of the library,
and to have drawn up a careful program in shape to withstand question and
criticism. Then by the cooperative efforts of librarians, trustees, planners,
architects, and public officials, willing to study the problem and placing the
objectives and interests of the library and its users first in their thinking and
planning, a strategic site conducive to maidmum service and minimum
operating costs will be assured.
The writer wishes to thank the nearly two hundred librarians, planners,
editors, architects and others, who generously sent in returns and letters, or
gave verbal information and suggestions from their experience. He regrets
that in condensing two earlier drafts of this report, it has been necessary to
omit many pertinent cases, and important quotations from planning and archi-
tectural literature, and several illustrations.
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The location of a public library building plays a major part in its success. I
have been asked by one of the national planning organizations to prepare a
detailed report on this matter. This will duplicate only to a slight degree
the important and more general memorandum now underway by Mr. Hoyt
Galvin, Chairman, A. L.A. Committee on Library Architecture.
Two categories of helpful information are needed (1) factual data as to
definite examples of the effect of "good" or "poor" location, (2) considered
opinions not only on the general question but as to special aspects of it.
Because the facts may have great influence on those who help decide on
library locations, I will greatly appreciate your cooperation in filling out
the enclosed question sheet, keeping a carbon for your own files. I also
enclose a return envelope. This letter is going to a large number of
librarians who were not covered by Mr. Galvin's questionnaire, but it is
desirable to have returns from each librarian; there is no objection to quoting
from material you may have sent Mr. Galvin.
It seems essential in 195Z to consider this matter afresh in the light of
present conditions, regardless of what anyone, including myself, may have
heretofor said or written on this subject, and to be entirely free and frank
in answering the enclosed questions.
Thanking you heartily for your help, I am
Sincerely yours,
s// Joseph L. Wheeler
Joseph L. Wheeler
JLW:ek
(Covering Letter for duestionnaire)
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JOSEPH L. WHEELER BENSON. VERMONTI
February 4, 1952
QUESTIONS RE LIBRARY BUILDING LOCATION
(Note. Will you please fill out or answer on separate sheets,
and return to Joseph Wheeler, Benson, Vermont.)
1. Please cite, if possible, some actual case within 10 years whether
central or branch, where moving from "good" to "poor, " or "poor"
to "good" location, had a definite effect on either volume or quality
of library, or some case where location obviously affects the useful-
ness and economy of one branch compared with another.
2. If your central building could be replaced, regardless of cost, by an
entirely new one at the site you think would make it more widely useful
to greater numbers of citizens, would that site be nearer to or farther
from the best shopping-pedestrian corner in your city?
3. Assuming, as some hold, that adult reference service is of major con-
sequence, do you think or do you have definite evidence that "good"
location (whatever that may prove to be) is any less important in attract-
ing reference users and building up the reference function, than it is in
increasing "mere circulation"?
4. If you have ever given attention or gathered data to prove that the volume
of adult reference service does or does not follow rather closely the curve
of adult non-fiction circulation, what is your opinion as to the influence of
location on adult non-fiction use (statistics on which are more easily avail-
able), and what influence has increased adult non-fiction use on reference
services ?
5. In the light of "Public Library Inquiry" findings that public libraries reach
an unfortunately small percentage of the adult population, do you feel that
librarians should make greater effort to reach those unreached? If so, how
important do you feel that "good location" is among the several major factors
that would bring this result?
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6. Assuming the concern of libraries as to patrons' parking problems,
and because obviously the further the library is from the busiest
shopping and pedestrian center the easier it is to park, how far away
from the main pedestrian center would you locate a library to facili-
tate parking ?
7. What factors any different from those for central libraries do you
think should influence BRANCH location?
8. Assuming the value of group activities, including public discussion,
as appropriately to be housed in and encouraged by the library (even
if not promoted and directed by it) how far do you think library loca-
tion and planning of the building should be affected by any special
needs or demands of these groups, often involving special evening
trips by auto, if they conflict with the daily use and convenience of
increased numbers who could be attracted to use, as individuals, the
library's "educational" materials, i.e., printed and audio-visual ma-
terials and the informational and reference services that go with them?
9. What is your view as to the wisdom of placing a central library in a
"Civic Center" and can you cite an example of its good or bad effect?
10. Do you have any bookmobile statistics indicating the importance of the
"proper" location for increased adult service, in terms of either at-
tendance or circulation? Here an "ideal" site can be selected and
tested.
11. Please state your views frankly as to library location in case your
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